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The Great Theft 2009-10-13 despite president george w bush s assurances
that islam is a peaceful religion and that all good muslims hunger for
democracy confusion persists and far too many westerners remain
convinced that muslims and terrorists are synonymous in the aftermath of
the attacks of 9 11 the subsequent wars in afghanistan and iraq and the
recent bombings in london an unprecedented amount of attention has been
directed toward islam and the muslim world yet even with this increased
scrutiny most of the public discourse regarding islam revolves around
the actions of extremist factions such as the wahhabis and al qa ida but
what of the islam we don t hear about as the second largest and fastest
growing religion in the world islam is deemed by more than a billion
muslims to be a source of serenity and spiritual peace and a touchstone
for moral and ethical guidance while extremists have an impact upon the
religion that is wildly disproportionate to their numbers moderates
constitute the majority of muslims worldwide it is this rift between the
quiet voice of the moderates and the deafening statements of the
extremists that threatens the future of the faith in the great theft
khaled abou el fadl one of the world s preeminent islamic scholars
argues that islam is currently passing through a transformative period
no less dramatic than the movements that swept through europe during the
reformation at this critical juncture there are two completely opposed
worldviews within islam competing to define this great world religion
the stakes have never been higher and the future of the muslim world
hangs in the balance drawing on the rich tradition of islamic history
and law the great theft is an impassioned defense of islam against the
encroaching power of the extremists as an accomplished islamic jurist
abou el fadl roots his arguments in long standing historical legal
debates and delineates point by point the beliefs and practices of
moderate muslims distinguishing these tenets from the corrupting
influences of the extremists from the role of women in islam to the
nature of jihad from democracy and human rights to terrorism and warfare
abou el fadl builds a vital vision for a moderate islam at long last the
great majority of muslims who oppose extremism have a desperately needed
voice to help reclaim islam s great moral tradition
イスラム教再考 18億人が信仰する世界宗教の実相 2021-02-28 多発する 過激派テロ 信教の自由 も lgbt も否定 子供への体罰 や
児童婚 が蔓延 女性の価値 は男性の半分 イスラム教は本当に異教徒に寛容で穏健な宗教なのか 世界的に突出して偏向している日本の 通説 を検証する
ことにより イスラム教のリアル が見えてくる 学者 メディアによってつくられた 常識 を問い直し イスラム教徒とのあるべき共生の道筋を示す 目次
はじめに イスラム研究者が拡散させた 誤ったイスラム像 第一章 イスラムは平和の宗教 か 外務省 イスラム研究会 設立 ジハードは 聖戦 ではな
く 努力 自爆攻撃は正当化されるか 他 第二章 イスラム教ではなくイスラームと呼ぶべき か 日本のイスラム研究業界の ルール 単なる宗教ではない
というイメージ戦略 政治信条やイデオロギーの投影の対象 他 第三章 イスラムは異教徒に寛容な宗教 か 高校世界史の教科書にも描かれる 寛容さ 異
教徒は 殺すべき対象 棄教者は死刑 他 第四章 イスラム過激派テロの原因は社会にある か イスラム主義との戦い を宣言したフランス イスラム過激
派テロをアメリカのせいにする陰謀論者 テロの原因はイデオロギー自体にある 他 第五章 ヒジャーブはイスラム教徒女性の自由と解放の象徴 か ヒジャー
ブは サラリーマンのネクタイのようなもの ヒジャーブ着用により女性は守られるか 異教徒の女性は性奴隷 ヨーロッパで続発するレイプ事件 ヒジャーブ
をしない自由も尊重されるべき 他 第六章 ほとんどのイスラム教徒は穏健派 か イスラム過激派を支持するイスラム教徒は少なくない 身体刑の執行を支
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持 信教の自由 表現の自由を否定 lgbtを否定 蔓延する子供への体罰 精神的虐待と児童婚 女性の価値は男性の半分 妻は夫に完全服従 他 第七章
イスラム教を怖いと思うのは差別 か イスラモフォビア イスラム恐怖症 批判 イギリスで加速するイスラモフォビアへの法規制 日本でも広がる イスラ
ム教は怖い 差別 の風潮 他 第八章 飯山陽はヘイトを煽る差別主義者 か 日本のイスラム研究業界の不文律 ニセ学者 のレッテル インターネット上
の誹謗中傷 日本のイスラム研究者が本当に守りたいもの 他 終章 イスラム教を正しく理解するために イスラム主義の台頭を許した西欧の 罪悪感 ポリ
コレと多文化主義の見直し アブラハム合意 を歓迎しないのは誰か 日本のイスラム研究者とメディアが広めたウソからの脱却を 他
God in Islamic Theology 2023-05-15 this book gleans classical and
contemporary islamic theology on the central tenets of god in islam in
directly addressing theological challenges facing islam today it
presents a new theological framework and drives prime essential of
islamic theology in its attempting to prove the existence oneness and
relatability of god
Demystifying Shariah 2020-08-11 a direct counterpoint to fear mongering
headlines about shariah law a muslim american legal expert tells the
real story eliminating stereotypes and assumptions with compassion irony
and humor through scare tactics and deliberate misinformation campaigns
anti muslim propagandists insist wrongly that shariah is a draconian and
oppressive islamic law that all muslims must abide by they circulate
horror stories encouraging americans to fear the takeover of shariah law
in america and even mounting anti shariah protests with zero evidence
that shariah has taken over any part of our country that s because it
hasn t it would be almost funny if it weren t so terrifyingly wrong as
puzzling as if americans suddenly began protesting the martian
occupation of earth demystifying shariah explains that shariah is not
one set of punitive rules or even law the way we think of law rigid and
enforceable but religious rules and recommendations that provide muslims
with guidance in various aspects of life sumbul ali karamali draws on
scholarship and her degree in islamic law to explain shariah in an
accessible engaging narrative style its various meanings how it
developed and how the shariah based legal system operated for over a
thousand years she explains what shariah means not only in the abstract
but in the daily lives of muslims she discusses modern calls for shariah
what they mean and whether shariah is the law of the land anywhere in
the world she also describes the key lies and misunderstandings about
shariah circulating in our public discourse and why so many of them are
nonsensical this engaging guide is intended to introduce you to the
basic principles goals and general development of shariah and to answer
questions like how do muslims engage with shariah what does shariah have
to do with our constitution what does shariah have to do with the way
the world looks like today and why do we all muslims or not need to care
Domestic Extremism and the Case of the Toronto 18 2016-09-30 this book
examines domestic extremism and what is popularly referred to as
radicalization the fear of domestic extremism has been used to dismantle
democracy and erect national security states throughout north america
western europe and beyond yet despite the enormous costs citizens have
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paid in the name of security society has become less secure and less
safe in many respects this situation has resulted from the
misapprehension of the conditions that make the emergence of this threat
probable kowalski focuses on the macro social relations and structures
that make radicalization probable as demonstrated through an analysis of
the so called toronto 18 an extremist group arrested in june of 2006 for
activities that contravened the canadian anti terrorism act ata macro
social relations and structures served a significant role in creating
the conditions through which the process of radicalization became
probable if a comprehensive understanding of the processes of
radicalization are to be reached and effective counter terrorism
policies developed then the consideration this book provides of greater
macro social relations and structures that make the emergence of
extremist subjectivities probable is needed
Islam and the Liberal State 2020-11-26 national identity and liberal
democracy are recurrent themes in debates about muslim minorities in the
west britain is no exception with politicians responding to claims about
muslims lack of integration by mandating the promotion of fundamental
british values including democracy and individual liberty this book
engages with both these themes addressing the lack of understanding
about the character of british islam and its relationship to the liberal
state it charts a gradual but decisive shift in british institutions
concerned with islamic education islamic law and muslim representation
since muslims settled in the uk in large numbers in the 1950s based on
empirical research including interviews undertaken over a ten year
period with muslims and analysis of public events organized by islamic
institutions stephen jones challenges claims about the isolation of
british islamic organizations and shows that they have decisively shaped
themselves around british public and institutional norms he argues that
this amounts to the building of a distinctive british islam using this
narrative the book makes the case for a variety of liberalism that is
open to the expression of religious arguments in public and to
associations between religious groups and the state it also offers a
powerful challenge to claims about the insularity of british islamic
institutions by showing how the national orientation of islam called for
by british policymakers is in fact already happening
Politics of the Islamic Tradition 2015-10-05 over the last two centuries
the muslim world has undergone dramatic transformations impacting the
islamic tradition and throwing into question our understanding of
tradition the notion of tradition as an unmoving edifice is contradicted
by the very process of its transmission and the complex role human
beings play in creating and sustaining traditions is evident in the
indigenous mechanisms of change within the islamic tradition politics of
the islamic tradition locates the work of egyptian cleric muhammad al
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ghazali within the context of this dynamic islamic tradition with
special focus on his political thought al ghazali inherited a vast and
diverse heritage which he managed to reinterpret in a changing world an
innovative exploration of the change and continuity present within
muslim discourses this book brings together disparate threads of the
islamic tradition religious exegesis the contemporary arab middle east
the islamic state and idea of renewal in al ghazali s thought as well as
being one of the first complete treatments of al ghazali s works this
book provides an original critical approach to tradition and its
capability for innovation and change countering the dichotomy between
tradition and modernity that typically informs most scholarly studies on
contemporary islam offering highly original insights into islamic
thought and engaging with critical notions of tradition this book is
essential reading for students and scholars of islamic politics and
history
Almost a Foreign Country 2008 is it time to negotiate with bin laden is
lying about sex ever or perhaps often a good idea to what extent do
religion and culture shape the ways in which we communicate what is the
mysterious syndrome called chois with which many long time pessimists
suddenly find themselves diagnosed delve into this intriguing collection
to find out the answers to these questions and many more in almost a
foreign country a collection of columns articles and aphorisms manfred
wolf brings his unique perspective to bear on a broad range of aspects
characterizing our current reality and the way we live now from love and
the relationships between men and women to time and aging from current
political and social issues to the ever changing face of language wolf
tackles them all often combining humor with a sharp somber perception of
the issues that concern us all his point of view is always unflinching
original and unapologetic manfred wolf is a university professor a
widely published writer and a world traveler who has spent time in
several very different cultures almost a foreign country provides its
readers the unique opportunity to spend some time in his company and
enjoy the many pleasures of his experience wit and always fascinating
opinions
World of Faith and Freedom 2008-11-07 most trouble spots have some sort
of religious component from iraq and afghanistan to israel and palestine
these conflicts are of great geo political importance and of interest to
the us yet argues farr our foreign policy is handicapped by an inability
to understand the role of religion in these places
Roots Of Religious Extremism, The: Understanding The Salafi Doctrine Of
Al-wala' Wal Bara' 2015-09-14 one of the issues in contemporary islamic
thought which has attracted considerable attention amongst muslim
scholars and within the muslim community is the valid and appropriate
attitude of muslims to relationships with non muslims a major source of
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confusion and controversy with regards to this relationship comes from
the allegation that muslims must reserve their love and loyalty for
fellow muslims and reject and declare war on the rest of humanity most
acutely seen through the islamic concept of al wala wal bara wb
translated as loyalty and disavowal which appears to be central in the
ideology of modern salafism this book investigates the dynamics and
complexities of the concept of wb within modern salafism and aims to
understand the diverse interpretation of this concept and how modern
salafis understand and apply the concept in contemporary religious
social and political settings the book discovers that the complexities
diversities and disputes surrounding the concept in modern salafism
often revolve around issues of social political and current realities
the significance of this book lies in the fact that comprehending modern
salafis conception of wb its realities and complexities has become an
urgent priority in the lives of muslims today
Muslims in Europe 2017-08-25 this book probes questions and gives
provocative answers for one of the crucial issues of our time are two
cultures ever incompatible in one society in a series of essays spanning
more than a decade manfred wolf examines the topic of muslims in europe
exploring various aspects of the subject including cultural affinities
or their absence several approaches to handling immigration the roots of
radicalization and terrorism and the assimilation of muslims in europe
versus the united states from elusive affinities assimilation is always
hardest when the culture of origin differs radically from the culture of
the new society arab cultures of the middle east and north africa
revolve around a kind of islam induced authoritarianism an absolutist
impulse which the new country sets itself against certain
standardsdeference to parents obedience to government respect for
forceare in those parts of the world accepted almost without question
while european cultures encourage their citizens to question them the
newcomer especially if hes young mistakes this seeming laxness for total
permissiveness an absence of all standards and is almost surprised when
the host culture clamps down and jails him for a criminal offense
european culture seems amorphous without clear values and beliefs
freedom looks like the absence of morality since so few absolute
standards obtain why shouldnt you grope and fondle women at a public
celebrationespecially when theyre so provocatively dressed this
disaffinity between the two cultures makes assimilation extraordinarily
difficult especially since assimilation entails accepting the morals the
norms the mores of the new culture genuine multiculturalism is an
abstraction one culture has to dominate
Islamic Divorce in North America 2012-04-30 policy makers and the public
are increasingly attentive to the role of shari a in the everyday lives
of western muslims with negative associations and public fears growing
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among their non muslim neighbors in the united states and canada the
most common way north american muslims relate to shari a is in their
observance of muslim marriage and divorce rituals recourse to
traditional islamic marriage and to a lesser extent divorce is
widespread julie macfarlane has conducted hundreds of interviews with
muslim couples as well as with religious and community leaders and
family conflict professionals her book describes how muslim marriage and
divorce processes are used in north america and what they mean to those
who embrace them as a part of their religious and cultural identity the
picture that emerges is of an idiosyncratic private ordering system that
reflects a wide range of attitudes towards contemporary family values
and changes in gender roles some women describe pervasive assumptions
about restrictions on their role in the family system as well as
pressure to accept these values and to stay married others of both
genders describe the gradual modernization of islamic family traditions
and the subsequent emergence of a western shari a but a continuing
commitment to the rituals of muslim marriage and divorce in their
private lives readers will be challenged to consider how the secular
state should respond in order to find a balance between state commitment
to universal norms and formal equality and the protection of religious
freedom expressed in private religious and cultural practices
Reasoning with God 2014-10-23 in light of recent concern over shari ah
such as proposed laws to prohibit it in the united states and conflict
over the role it should play in the new egyptian constitution many
people are confused about the meaning of shari ah in islam and its role
in the world today in reasoning with god renowned islamic scholar khaled
abou el fadl explains not only what shari ah really means but also the
way it can revitalize and reengage contemporary islam after a prologue
that provides an essential overview of shari ah abou el fadl explores
the moral trajectory of islam in today s world weaving powerful personal
stories with broader global examples he shows the ways that some
interpretations of islam today have undermined its potential in peace
and love rather than simply outlining challenges however the author
provides constructive suggestions about how muslims can reengage the
ethical tradition of their faith through shari ah as the world s second
largest religion islam remains an important force on the global stage
reasoning with god takes readers both muslim and non muslim beyond
superficial understandings of shari ah to a deeper understanding of its
meaning and potential
Islam [4 volumes] 2017-05-18 this expansive four volume encyclopedia
presents a broad introduction to islam that enables learning about the
fundamental role of islam in world history and promotes greater respect
for cultural diversity one of the most popular and widespread religions
in the world islam has attracted a great deal of attention in recent
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times particularly in the western world with the ongoing tensions in the
middle east and a pervasive sense of hostility toward arab americans
there is ever increasing need to examine and understand islam as a
religion and historical force islam a worldwide encyclopedia provides
some 700 entries on islam written by expert contributors that cover the
religion from the birth of islam to the present time the set also
includes 16 pages of color images per volume that serve to illustrate
the diverse expressions of this important religious tradition each entry
begins with a basic introduction followed by a general discussion of the
subject and a conclusion each entry also features a further readings
list for readers in addition to supplying a comprehensive authoritative
overview of islam this work also specifically addresses many
controversial related issues including jihad violence in islam polygamy
and apostasy
Contemporary Sufism 2017-12-22 what is sufism contemporary views vary
tremendously even among sufis themselves contemporary sufism piety
politics and popular culture brings to light the religious frameworks
that shape the views of sufism s friends adversaries admirers and
detractors and in the process helps readers better understand the
diversity of contemporary sufism the pressures and cultural openings to
which it responds and the many divergent opinions about contemporary
sufism s relationship to islam the three main themes piety politics and
popular culture are explored in relation to the islamic and western
contexts that shape them as well as to the historical conditions that
frame contemporary debates this book is split into three parts sufism
and anti sufism in contemporary contexts contemporary sufism in the west
poetic influences and popular manifestations gendering sufism tradition
and transformation this book will fascinate anyone interested in the
challenges of contemporary sufism as well as its relationship to islam
gender and the west it offers an ideal starting point from which
undergraduate and postgraduate students teachers and lecturers can
explore sufism today
The Future of Islam 2010-02-04 john l esposito is one of america s
leading authorities on islam now in this brilliant portrait of islam
today and tomorrow he draws on a lifetime of thought and research to
provide an accurate richly nuanced and revelatory account of the fastest
growing religion in the world here esposito explores the major questions
and issues that face islam in the 21st century and that will deeply
affect global politics is islam compatible with modern notions of
democracy rule of law gender equality and human rights how
representative and widespread is islamic fundamentalism and the threat
of global terrorism can muslim minority communities be loyal citizens in
america and europe in the midst of these questions esposito places an
important emphasis on the issue of islamophobia the threat it poses and
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its vast impact on politics and society in the us and europe he also
turns the mirror on the us and europe and paints a revealing portrait of
how we appear to muslims recent decades have brought extraordinary
changes in the muslim world and in addressing these issues esposito
paints a complex picture of islam in all its diversity a picture of
urgent importance as we face the challenges of the coming century
Routledge Handbook of Islam in the West 2022-02-22 with new topics and
contributions this updated second edition discusses the history and
contemporary presence of islam in europe and america the book debates
the relevance and multi faceted participation of muslims in the dynamics
of western societies challenging the changing perception on both sides
collating over 30 chapters written by experts from around the world the
volume presents a wide range of perspectives case studies from the
muslim presence in the iberian peninsula between the middle ages and the
modern age set off the handbook along with an outline of muslims in
america up to the twentieth century the second part covers concepts
around new conditions in terms of consolidating identities the emergence
of new muslim actors the appearance of institutions and institutional
attitudes the effects of islamic presence on the arts and landscapes of
the west and the relational dynamics like ethics and gender exploring
the influence of islam particularly its impact on society culture and
politics this interdisciplinary volume is a key resource for
policymakers academics and students interested in the history of islam
religion and the contemporary relationship between islam and the west
What Is Islam? 2017-10-31 a bold new conceptualization of islam that
reflects its contradictions and rich diversity what is islam how do we
grasp a human and historical phenomenon characterized by such variety
and contradiction what is islamic about islamic philosophy or islamic
art should we speak of islam or of islams should we distinguish the
islamic the religious from the islamicate the cultural or should we
abandon islamic altogether as an analytical term in what is islam shahab
ahmed presents a bold new conceptualization of islam that challenges
dominant understandings grounded in the categories of religion and
culture or those that privilege law and scripture he argues that these
modes of thinking obstruct us from understanding islam distorting it
diminishing it and rendering it incoherent what is islam formulates a
new conceptual language for analyzing islam it presents a new paradigm
of how muslims have historically understood divine revelation one that
enables us to understand how and why muslims through history have
embraced values such as exploration ambiguity aestheticization
polyvalence and relativism as well as practices such as figural art
music and even wine drinking as islamic it also puts forward a new
understanding of the historical constitution of islamic law and its
relationship to philosophical ethics and political theory a book that is
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certain to provoke debate and significantly alter our understanding of
islam what is islam reveals how muslims have historically conceived of
and lived with islam as norms and truths that are at once contradictory
yet coherent
Islam and the Everyday World 2006-11-22 this is a new examination of how
shari a law affects public policy both theoretically and in practice
across a wide range of public policy areas including for example human
rights and family law the process by which public policy is decided
through elections debates political processes and political discourse
has an additional dimension in the islamic world this is because shari a
divine law has a great deal to say on many mundane matters of everyday
life and must be taken into account in matters of public policy in
addition matters are complicated further by the fact that there are
differing interpretations of the shari a and how it should be applied to
contemporary social issues written by leading experts in their field
this is the first comprehensive single volume analysis of islam and
public policy in the english language and offers further understanding
of islam and its wider social and political implications
Freedom of Expression in Islam 2021-01-28 in muslim countries apostasy
and blasphemy laws are defended on the grounds that they are based on
islamic shari a and intended to protect religion but blasphemy and
apostasy laws can be used both to suppress thought and debate and to
harass religious minorities both inside and outside islam this book
comprising contributions from muslim scholars experts and activists
critically and constructively engages with the theological historical
and legal reasoning behind the most restrictive state laws around the
world to open up new ways of thinking the book focuses on the struggle
within muslim societies in iran egypt pakistan and indonesia where
blasphemy and apostasy laws serve powerful groups to silence dissent and
stifle critical thought the first part of the book covers the
development of the law in shifting historical circumstances and surveys
the interpretations of qur anic verses that seem to affirm freedom of
religion the second part examines the present politics and practices of
prosecuting alleged blasphemers and or apostates in muslim countries the
third part looks to the future and where reforms of the law could be
possible debates on islam and freedom of expression are often cast in
polarizing terms of rights versus religion east versus west this volume
avoids such approaches by bringing together a diverse group of muslim
scholars and activists with the knowledge commitment and courage to
contest repressive interpretations of religion and provide a resource
for reclaiming the human rights to freedom of expression and belief
Collective Ijtihad 2024-03-28 the contemporary postnormal world is
posing for muslims ever strange ethical financial and medical dilemmas
for which modern jurists are expected to provide a suitable theological
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response yet even with an encyclopedic knowledge of islamic law the task
facing them is daunting in the real world this level of complexity has
led to chaos in fatwa issuance with many scholars voicing concern at the
direction to which things are moving and calling for the process to be
regulated this book critiques fatwa issuance in the modern context and
calls for application of a synthesized approach using the mechanism of
collective ijtihad to formulate rulings and overcome current weaknesses
it carefully examines central juristic concepts and puts forward
consultative ijtihad as a viable alternative to the controversial
classical ijma approach which may be difficult to realize in the
contemporary world the author argues that fatwas become questionable
when jurists out of their depth fail to grasp concepts which only
engagement with specialists can fully elucidate or give way to top down
financial and or political pressure from the executives of institutions
employing them matters are compounded by the face of fatwas having
undergone a radical transformation in modern times with online programs
and social media often a go to source for muslims the author exposes the
world of modern fatwa pronouncements packaged supplied and broadcast in
a matter of minutes under a mentality of one fatwa fits all in a bid for
much needed reform he calls for a reassessment of current institutional
practices contending that muslim societies need not be vulnerable to the
demands of a media driven technocratic age with rapid shifts in ethical
norms but that in the interests of a healthy functioning society issue
fatwas cognizant of the wider modern context specialist knowledge as
well as the cultural diversity that exists in the common ummatic
identity
Living between Science and Belief 2021-03-02 most thoughtful people live
in an interregnum between science and religion traditional religious
answers concerning the beginning purpose and end of life are questioned
by the natural sciences with neuroscience conceivably constituting the
last frontier where skeptics and believers explore common ground the
question concerns the nature of reflective and creative moments in life
can these be reduced to the intersect between the nerve cells and
molecules of the physical brain does this account for the human sense of
mystery or even spirituality is there a nexus between the physical and
unknown dimensions of existence the mutation in the history of theism
suggest that progressive theology in the west may be set for a further
change
Journeys Toward Gender Equality in Islam 2022-04-07 if justice is an
intrinsic value in islam why have women been treated as second class
citizens in islamic legal tradition today the idea of gender equality
inherent to contemporary conceptions of justice presents a challenge to
established patriarchal interpretations of shari a in thought provoking
discussions with six influential muslim intellectuals abdullahi an na im
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amina wadud asma lamrabet khaled abou el fadl mohsen kadivar and
sedigheh vasmaghi ziba mir hosseini explores how egalitarian gender laws
might be constructed from within the islamic legal framework
Contemporary Issues in Islam 2015-08-31 this book deals with certain
quote hot button quote contemporary issues in islam that are often the
focus of public scrutiny including the sharia jihad the caliphate women
s status and interfaith relations notably it places the discussion of
these topics within a longer historical framework in order to reveal
their multiple interpretations and contested applications over time most
public and some academic discourses however present the islamic
tradition as unchanging and therefore unable to respond to the modern
world such an ahistorical approach fosters the belief that muslim and
western societies are destined to clash with one another in contrast
this book allows the reader to see the diversity and transformations
within islamic thought over time focusing on this internal diversity
permits us to appreciate the scriptural and intellectual resources
available within the islamic tradition for responding to the challenges
of modernity even as it interrogates and shapes modernity itself
Islam and Gender 2020-05-17 given the intense political scrutiny of
islam and muslims which often centres on gendered concerns islam and
gender major issues and debates is an accessible and comprehensive
introduction to the key topics problems and debates in this engaging
subject split into three parts this book places the discussion in its
historical context provides up to date case studies and delves into
contemporary debate on the subject this book includes discussion of the
following important topics marriage and divorce interpretations of the
qur an and sunna male and female sexuality and sexual diversity
classical islamic thought on masculinity and femininity gender and
hadith polygamy and inheritance adultery and sexual violence veiling
female circumcision and crimes of honour lived religiosities gender
justice in islam islam and gender is essential reading for students in
religious studies islamic studies and gender studies as well as those in
related fields such as cultural studies politics area studies sociology
anthropology and history
Islam in America 2015-03-31 islam is a hidden ingredient in the melting
pot of america though there are between 2 and 8 million muslims in the
usa islam has traditionally had little political clout compared to other
minority faiths nonetheless it is believed to be the country s fastest
growing religion with a vibrant culture of theological debate
particularly regarding the role of women preachers in islam in america
jonathan curiel traces the story of america s muslims from the
seventeenth century slave trade to the eighteenth century immigration
wave to the nation of islam drawing on interviews in communities from
industrial michigan to rural california curiel portrays the diversity of
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practices cultures and observances that make up muslim america he
profiles the leading personalities and institutions representing the
community and explores their relationship to the wider politics of
america particularly after 9 11 islam in america offers an indispensable
guide to the social life of modern islam and the diversity of
contemporary america
The Spirit of Tolerance in Islam 2012-01-27 in 1932 the eminent british
scholar of islam sir hamilton gibb wrote the nobility and broad
tolerance of this religion islam which accepted all the real religions
of the world as god inspired will always be a glorious heritage for
mankind no other society has such a record of success in uniting in an
equality of status of opportunity and of endeavor so many and so various
races of humanity whither islam such scholarly objectivity towards the
tolerance which has historically characterized the islamic tradition as
a whole is in short supply these days through an insidious symbiosis of
fanatical muslims and prejudiced islamophobes the very opposite image of
islam has emerged as one of the most dangerous stereotypes of our times
the most cursory glance at history will not only reveal the falsity of
this stereotype of an intolerant islam it will also reveal the little
known fact that not so long ago it was the islamic world that provided
models of tolerant conduct for a fanatically intolerant christian world
tearing itself apart over dogmatic differences the first part of this
monograph examines the historical record of tolerance in the islamic
tradition illustrating the expression of the principle of tolerance
through the rule of such dynasties as the ottomans mughals fatimids and
the umayyads of spain in the second the principle of tolerance is shown
to be rooted in the spirit of the qur anic revelation and embodied in
the exemplary conduct of the prophet
Constructing a Religiously Ideal ',Believer', and ',Woman', in Islam
2016-04-30 in this comprehensive study adis duderija examines how neo
traditional salafi thought nts and progressive muslims interpret the
normative concepts of believer and muslim woman in contemporary islam
Reform and Modernity in Islam 2013-05-30 the debate over islam and
modernity tends to be approached from a eurocentric perspective that
presents western norms as a template for progress against which islamic
societies can be measured this misses the historical development of
muslim reformist thought that actively engages with the world around it
and seeks to reconfigure islam within the diverse conditions of
modernity safdar ahmed paints a complex and nuanced picture that goes
beyond the idea that muslim reformers have either reproduced or reacted
against western ideas rather ahmed argues they have reconstructed and
appropriated these ideas and so the thread of western influence runs
through modern islamic thought on nationalism and sovereignty femininity
and gender ahmed uncovers new historiographical perspectives by
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critically examining the work of prominent intellectuals such as
muhammad abduh qasim amin and abdul a la maududi
Rethinking Islam and Human Rights 2023 rethinking islam and human rights
is the first book to delineate an original way of understanding the
organic production of islamic knowledge on human rights that overcomes
the fragmented nature of the rapprochement literature that focuses on
change in the context of either islamic scripture formalized islamic
knowledge or islamic sensibility experiential islamic knowing thus this
book combines an appreciation for both facets of religious knowledge
with an emphasis on the symbiotic relationship between the two to
achieve this this book weaves together theoretical insights from a range
of disciplines while reworking process tracing methodology to focus on a
single case study analysis of hizmet s practices also known as the gülen
movement to flesh out the dynamics of this interactive change and the
centrality of practice based knowledge production therein in doing so
this book analytically demonstrates how and why social movement practice
organically unassumingly unintentionally and often times counter
intentionally produces socially transformative formalized islamic
knowledge on human rights as a result this book shows how it is possible
to account for the production assimilation legitimization and
externalization of islamic knowledge through a single relational process
on some of the most intransigent issues in the context of islam and
human rights that is apostasy and women s rights consequently this book
offers us an original distinctive and important pathway of re assessing
age old challenges at the cross sectional impasse of change stability
and religious knowledge production which extends beyond those associated
with islam and human rights
What Everyone Needs to Know about Islam 2011-07-13 since the terrorist
attacks of september 11th there has been an overwhelming demand for
information about islam and recent events the war in iraq terrorist
attacks both failed and successful debates throughout europe over
islamic dress and many others have raised new questions in the minds of
policymakers and the general public this newly updated edition of what
everyone needs to know about islam is the best single source for clearly
presented objective information about these new developments and for
answers to questions about the origin and traditions of islam editor of
the oxford encyclopedia of modern islam and the oxford history of islam
and author of the future of islam and many other acclaimed works john l
esposito is one of america s leading authorities on islam this brief and
readable book remains the first place to look for up to date information
on the faith customs and political beliefs of the more than one billion
people who call themselves muslims
Islam, Liberalism, and Ontology 2021-03-31 this book offers comparative
ontologies of both islam and liberalism as discourses more broadly
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construed the author argues that despite recent efforts to speak of
overlapping consensuses and discursive congruence the fundamental
categories that constitute islam and liberalism remain very different
and that these differences should be taken seriously thus far no recent
scholarly works have explicitly or meticulously broken down where these
differences lie the author rigorously explores questions related to
rights moral epistemologies the role of religion in the public sphere
and more general approaches to legal discourse via primary and canonical
sources constitutive of both islam and liberalism he then goes on to
articulate why communitarian modes of thought are better suited for
engaging with islam and contemporary socio political modes of
organization than liberalism is this book will be of great interest to
students and scholars of politics and international relations islam
liberalism and communitarianism
Islam and Good Governance 2019-04-08 this book advances an islamic
political philosophy based on the concept of ihsan which means to do
beautiful things the author moves beyond the dominant model of islamic
governance advanced by modern day islamists the political philosophy of
ihsan privileges process over structure deeds over identity love over
law and mercy and forgiveness over retribution the work invites muslims
to move away from thinking about the form of islamic government and to
strive to create a self critical society that defends national virtue
and generates institutions and practices that provide good governance
Islam and the State in Ibn Taymiyya 2022-07-06 proto salafist 14th
century theologian ibn taymiyya is recognized as the intellectual
forefather of contemporary salafism and jihadism this volume offers a
unique approach to the study of ibn taymiyya by offering an english
translation of his fundamental political treatise the office of islamic
government and shorter collections from the collected fatwas and the
prophetic way and islamic governance in reconciling between the ruler
and the ruled the volume not only sheds light on these primary sources
through translation and annotation but also offers a theoretical
analysis of ibn taymiyya s thought and how his legal views can be
reconciled with current trends in islamic political theory the analysis
provides an overview of ibn taymiyya s geopolitical context and includes
an original study of his normative political thought in examining the
contemporary implications of ibn taymiyya s political theology the
authors explore his doctrine of the islamic state in the context of
islamic decolonial theory islam and the state in ibn taymiyya will
appeal to academics in the fields of political science and religious
studies particularly within the field of islamic history
Islam and English Law 2013-04-11 should england adopt shari a law does
islam threaten british ideals lawyers theologians and sociologists
provide here a constructive forward looking dialogue
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Islam, the West, and Tolerance 2008-04-14 this book provides an honest
assessment of the contemporary relationship between western and islamic
cultures and puts forth the cross cultural idea of tolerance as one
invaluable approach for affecting peaceful coexistence
Islam: The Key Concepts 2007-10-10 islam the key concepts is a clear and
concise guide to the religion and culture of islam kecia ali and oliver
leaman explore this highly topical subject focusing on key issues
including the qur an faith theology gender fundamentalism martyrdom
jihad islam in america islam in europe and islamic law this is the ideal
study resource and includes a comprehensive introduction an alphabetical
list of relevant terms fully cross referenced a short bibliographical
guide bibliography and index a glossary of all non english terms is also
provided
Interpreting Islam in China 2017-09-01 during the early modern period
muslims in china began to embrace the chinese characteristics of their
heritage several scholar teachers incorporated tenets from traditional
chinese education into their promotion of islamic knowledge as a result
some sino muslims established an educational network which utilized an
islamic curriculum made up of arabic persian and chinese works the
corpus of chinese islamic texts written in this system is collectively
labeled the han kitab interpreting islam in china explores the sino
islamic intellectual tradition through the works of some its brightest
luminaries three prominent sino muslim authors are used to illustrate
transformations within this tradition wang daiyu liu zhi and ma dexin
kristian petersen puts these scholars in dialogue and demonstrates the
continuities and departures within this tradition through an analysis of
their writings he considers several questions how malleable are
religious categories and why are they variously interpreted across time
how do changing historical circumstances affect the interpretation of
religious beliefs and practices how do individuals navigate multiple
sources of authority how do practices inform belief overall he shows
that these authors presented an increasingly universalistic portrait of
islam through which sino muslims were encouraged to participate within
the global community of muslims the growing emphasis on performing the
pilgrimage to mecca comprehensive knowledge of the qur an and personal
knowledge of arabic stimulated communal engagement petersen demonstrates
that the integration of sino muslims within a growing global environment
where international travel and communication was increasingly possible
was accompanied by the rising self awareness of a universally engaged
muslim community
The Oxford Handbook of Islam and Politics 2016-10 over the past three
decades scholars government analysts and terrorism experts have examined
the relationship between islam and politics but specialists have tended
to limit their analysis to a specific country or focus few works have
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provided a geographically comprehensive in depth analysis since 9 11
another wave of literature on political islam and global terrorism has
appeared much of it superficial and sensationalist this situation
underscores the need for a comprehensive analytical and in depth
examination of islam and politics in the post 9 11 era and in an
increasingly globalizing world the oxford handbook of islam and politics
with contributions from prominent scholars and specialists provides a
comprehensive analysis of what we know and where we are in the study of
political islam it enables scholars students and policymakers to
understand the interaction of islam and politics and the multiple and
diverse roles of islamic movements as well as issues of authoritarianism
and democratization religious extremism and terrorism regionally and
globally
Political Islam, Justice and Governance 2018-11-08 this book argues that
political islam represented by its moderate and militant forms has
failed to govern effectively or successfully due to its inability to
reconcile its discursive understanding of islam centered on literal
justice with the dominant neo liberal value of freedom consequently
islamists polities have largely been abject often tragic failures in
providing a viable collective life and sound governance this argument is
developed theoretically and supported through a set of case studies
represented by the muslim brotherhood in egypt under president muhammad
morsi s tenure hassan turabi s national islamic front in sudan and the
islamic state in iraq and syria isis it is ideal for audiences
interested in regional politics islamic studies and middle eastern
studies
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